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BIC LATEST NEWS  

BIC initiates advocacy campaign for a BBI 2.0 

As part of an on-going advocacy campaign, the Bio-based Industries Consortium (BIC) issued calls for a 
continued partnership with the European Commission under the new EU Research & Innovation Framework 
programme (FP9). 
In our BIC position paper we outline the rationale for a continuation of the current BBI JU (a “BBI 2.0.”). In 
addition, in a position paper together with the other EU Joint Undertakings we outline the rationale for keeping 
joint undertakings as EU funding instrument. Both position papers are disseminated to key political 
stakeholders in the EU institutions and are followed-up by BIC through meetings. 
 

Annual work plan 2018: final version soon available to benefit BIC members  

BIC and the EC are finalising the full annual work plan and budget 2018 (AWP 2018). The ‘written procedure’ for 
approval by both partners is planned to start on 8 November. This procedure entails a ‘written’ approval (by 
email) by the BIC general assembly members and the EC services. The formal endorsement by the BBI JU 
governing board follows on 13 December. Anticipating an approval and endorsement of the final version, next 
week we will upload all topics in the BIC website’s member area, where members can start expressing interest, 
upload pitches, invite others for networking, etc., ahead of the call opening on 18 April 2018. 
 

Special RIA topics in annual work plan 2018 

The AWP 2018 contains six special RIA topics: inviting early-stage R&I projects, allowing short runtime, 
‘manageable’ budget and possibility to include formal arrangements regarding IPR between consortium 
partners. Aside from these ‘special characters’, these topics are specifically aiming at R&I work funded by 
industry: by bringing these projects within the BBI programme, they will qualify for co-funding by BBI JU. The 
financial contribution by industry in projects for these topics, will be marked as financial contribution to indirect 
actions funded by BBI JU (thanks to the change in the BBI Regulation). To be relevant for BIC and BBI JU, each 
consortium submitting project proposals for these RIA topics must include at least one BIC member. Financial 
contribution from any BIC industry member counts, however, especially the participation and financial 
contribution of large BIC members (who are not eligible for receiving BBI JU funding in RIA) will make the 
difference. The special RIA topics are essential to help BIC meet its commitments in BBI JU. BIC will regularly 
send more detailed information to industry members to stimulate participation. 

 

Launch of Programming working group ‘room’ in member area 

On 8 November, we will open the ‘PWG room’ in the member area of the BIC website, accessible to the 
programming working group (PWG) members. Each full member (industry member) has contact persons in the 
PWG and they will have access to this room. PWG members will receive an alert for the opening and with each 
new upload. 
The PWG room contains documents pertaining to the PWG meetings and other documents that BIC 
programming would like to share with all full members. At the opening, the PWG room will include all material 
discussed during the recent meeting in Valencia, the final version of the annual work plan 2018 with specific 
information for BIC members, etc. 

 

Registration for match making event on 21 February 2018 to open soon 

During the week of 6 November, all BIC members will receive the invitation to register for the match making 
event 2018 (MME 2018). The invitation will contain highlights of the envisaged programme so that members 
can start preparing their participation, and further information regarding the venue, logistics, etc. 
IMPORTANT REMARK: This invitation will be sent via the BIC Member Area platform from 
BIC_Forum@biconsortium.eu. We urge you to add this email address to your contacts, to avoid it being sent 
to a spam folder. To be on the safe side, you will receive a separate mail alerting you that the invitation has 
been sent. However, alerts by normal mail will be discontinued within the coming months. 
 

http://biconsortium.eu/news/bic-call-foster-europe’s-sustainable-bioeconomy-revolution
http://biconsortium.eu/news/industry-and-research-associations-call-maintaining-eu-institutional-public-private
mailto:BIC_Forum@biconsortium.eu
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BIC MEMBERS IN THE NEWS 

Clariant to build flagship cellulosic ethanol plant in Romania 

Clariant’s board has approved investment in a new full-scale commercial plant for the production of cellulosic 
ethanol from agricultural residues using its sunliquid technology. The new plant, with an annual production 
capacity of 50.000 tons, will be built in the southwestern part of Romania. The facility will be a flagship site, 
confirming competitiveness and sustainability of the sunliquid technology at commercial scale thus supporting 
Clariant’s sunliquid licensing business strategy. 
The project receives funding from the  Bio-Based Industries Joint Undertaking (LignoFlag project). More info 
 

Fully Compostable Food Packaging Startup TIPA Raises $11m Series B 

TIPA Sustainable Packaging, an Israeli startup manufacturing bio-based, fully compostable packaging for the 
food and fashion industries, has raised $11 million in Series B funding. TIPA, which has won awards for its 
packaging, compares its product to orange peel: in comparison to regular plastic that will last for hundreds of 
years, it will decompose within just 180 days in compost conditions. Tipa’s bio-based plastic emulates the 
properties of standard plastic in terms of its strength, shelf life and durability, transparency, sealing strength, 
printability, flexibility, and applicability. More info 
 

NEWS FROM THE EUROPEAN UNION 

INCOBRA Call for bilateral R&I cooperation networks EU-Brazil 

The main objective of this call is to foster and strengthen the mutual cooperation of Brazilian and European R&I 
actors through the support of bilateral networks on the priority areas indicated in below by providing a Grant 
for the implementation of mutual bilateral visits and workshops. 
The Call addresses a more focused and sustainable cooperation among BR and EU actors by selecting 
5 bilateral R&I cooperation networks (with members from both Brazil and Europe), either existing or newly 
formed. Priority arteas: Bioeconomy, Food security and sustainable agriculture; Energy; Health and sustainable 
urbanisation; ICT; Marine Research; Nanotechnology. More info 
 

COUNTRY NEWS 

France: INRA position papers for review of European Bioeconomy strategy 

Four position papers have been prepared from the different contributions to the European Workshop on 
Bioeconomy which was hosted in Paris by INRA and Irstea on June 28 and 29th, 2017.  
The workshop gathered participants from European countries (AT, BE, DL, FIN, FR, IT, IRL, LTU, NL, SP, UK) 
and from Burkina Faso , Canada, Gambia, Georgia, Guinea, Morocco, Russia, USA, Colombia. 
A total of 320 people, including a wide range of stakeholders (from research to economic spheres) and 
disciplines (for research), attended the 28 presentations (including BIC) and 3 roundtables that took place over 
two days. A youth panel was associated all along the meeting. The knowledge gained during these two days 
give an ideal opportunity to publish a position paper to provide new ideas and research directions to stimulate 
further advancement of the Bioeconomy.  
Each position paper presents needs concerning priority research, large research infrastructure and frames for 
partnerships and has classified in four chapters: (1) Overcoming disciplinary silos and building a system 
approach beyond sectors; (2) Accompanying players on the paths of transition; (3) Identification of the relevant 
territorial scales for organizing value creation, (4) Measuring, analyzing and improving the implementation of 
the bioeconomy. More info 
 

http://www.biofuelsdigest.com/bdigest/2017/10/31/clariant-to-build-flagship-cellulosic-ethanol-plant-in-romania-8-figure-sales-potential-envisioned/?utm_campaign=shareaholic&utm_medium=linkedin&utm_source=socialnetwork
https://agfundernews.com/fully-compostable-sustainable-packaging-startup-tipa-raises-11m-series-b.html?utm_term=0_7b0bb00edf-a3feedafec-98340305&utm_content=buffer21e89&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://www.incobra.eu/en/object/call/444
http://vu.fr/sG2
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SAVE THE DATE 

New events announced 

Forest-based economy –  benefits for climate, jobs and growth  

7-8 November 2017, Brussels, Belgium 
Forest-based bioeconomy responds to European-level challenges such as creating jobs, supporting 
innovations, mitigating and adapting to climate change, and helping the development of rural areas and 
managing natural resources sustainably. The University of Eastern Finland (UEF) and LUKE Natural Resources 
Institute Finland organize two events in Brussels. More info 
 
EIB workshop at COP23: Financing the Bioeconomy  

13 November 2017, Bonn, Germany 
As the world's biggest provider of climate finance, the European Investment Bank (EIB) is taking part in COP23, 
the annual meeting of global leaders and climate action specialists. At the Bonn 2017 UN Climate Change 
Conference (6 - 17 November 2017) governments will come together to discuss the next steps after the 2015 
Paris Agreement - a landmark climate change accord. 
EIB will host several events throughout the conference, including a workshop ‘Financing the Bioeconomy’ in 
which EIB Vice-President Jonathan Taylor and BIC Executive Director will participate. More info 
 

Forthcoming bioeconomy events 

Detailed information on the different events announced in earlier newsletters and listed below is also available 
on the BIC website: http://biconsortium.eu/events  
 
 
esib 2017 European Summit of Industrial Biotechnology  

14-16 November 2017, Graz, Austria - More info 
 
H2020 Bioeconomy Policy day 

16 November 2017, Brussels, Belgium - More info 
 
European Bioeconomy Congress Lodz 2017  

20-21 November 2017, Lodz, Poland – More info 
 
Bioeconomy course 

21-22 November 2017, Oviedo, Spain - More info 
 
BioEcoFin 2017  

22 November 2017, Brussels, Belgium - More info 
 
BIOBASE Circular & Biobased Economy Conference  

22-23 November 2017, Pitea, Sweden - More info 
 
BBI JU Inaugural Stakeholder Forum  

7 December, Brussels, Belgium - More info 
 
2017 Bioeconomy Investment Summit  

14-15 December, Helsinki, Finland - More info 
 

https://helsinki.eu/invitation-to-a-high-level-dinner-and-seminar-forest-based-economy-benefits-for-climate-jobs-and-growth-7-8-november-2017/
http://www.eib.org/infocentre/events/all/eib-at-cop-23.htm
http://biconsortium.eu/events
https://esib.at/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/news/horizon-2020-societal-challenge-2-infoweek-including-high-level-policy-events
http://bioeconomy.lodzkie.pl/en/
http://cei.uniovi.es/biomedicina/curso-bioeconomia/presentacion
http://www.pnoconsultants.com/events/bioeconfin-2017/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=bioeconfin&utm_content=banner
http://www.piteasciencepark.se/evenemang/biobase/
https://www.bbi-europe.eu/events/bbi-ju-stakeholder-forum-brussels
http://www.2017bioecosummit.eu/
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CLIB International Conference 2018  

17 - 18 January 2018, Düsseldorf, Germany - More info 
 
IBioIC annual conference  

25-26 January 2018, Glasgow, UK - More info 
 
ECO-BIO 2018 

4-7 March 2018, Dublin, Ireland - More info 
 
BIOKET Conference 

6-8 March 2018, Strasbourg, France - More info 
 
Global Bioeconomy Summit  

19-20 April, Berlin, Germany - More info 
 

The BIC Picture archive 

Be aware that you can still retrieve earlier versions of The BIC Picture. 
 

 
http://biconsortium.eu 

biconsortium 
 
 

Bio-based Industries Consortium 

European Forestry House, Rue du Luxembourg 66, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium 

http://www.clib2021.de/en/events/cic2018?id=10
http://www.ibioic.com/news_and_events/annual_conference/d1066/
https://www.elsevier.com/events/conferences/eco-bio
http://www.bioket.eu/
http://gbs2018.com/home/
http://biconsortium.eu/bic-picture
http://biconsortium.eu/
https://twitter.com/biconsortium

